CRAWFORD PERSPECTIVES PREDICTED U.S. TO BE AT WAR SEPTEMBER 7-8, 2001 (Missing 9/11 by only 3 days)
We do not know of ANY other prediction/projection by anyone in the world that matched our September 4 Crawford
Perspectives statements about a potential WAR involving the U.S. at that time.
“Increased international tensions expected as Mars crosses into Capricorn and hits recent Eclipse points this coming
weekend (Sept. 7-8) and October 2. The Fall Equinox also highlights the potential for War frenzy, meetings of heads of
state and the lack of Raw Materials! Reg Howe’s next court hearing against the BIS and American FED and Treasury
officials comes on October 9 (see www.LeMetropoleCafe.com).”
“The OIL COMPLEX has been extremely choppy with CRUDE in a tight range, Heating Oil up, and Natural Gas making new
lows. …. If the War we’re expecting hits the Middle East, all these will rise sharply, as well as COPPER!”
“The U.S. Dollar Index has stabilized over the last 3 weeks in the 113-114 area, down from a long term High above 121
on the July 5 Lunar Eclipse! A war would most likely strengthen the US$ on the NEWS, but we think much lower as the
EURO comes into wide personal use in early 2002.”
“SEP 8 = MARS opposes the June 21 Solar Eclipse point at 0 Cancer 11, and Uranian Kronos as well = Leading as to War!
SEP 9 = Mercury at Aphelion (furthest from Sun) NEWS comes from afar. Another turning point for markets on weekend.
SEP 10-12 = Saturn, then Jupiter occulted (hidden) by the Moon. Party on the 12th, NOT the 10th! Same in markets?
SEP 14 = Venus opposes Uranus while Sun quincunx (150 degrees) it. Uranus afflictions these days interrupt computers!”
The Sep 8 quote: “Leading as to War!” was a misprint. Should have been “Leading us to War!”
Quotes are from page 4 of our September 4 Crawford Perspectives, available at:
http://www.crawfordperspectives.com/documents/CP01Sep4.PDF :
The FBI called us from Phoenix and spoke about 45 minutes. Our opinion is that they wanted to make sure we had no
“politically sensitive” prior information about the attack. They did not seem so interested about the astro-derivation.
Astrologer friend, Robert Zoller, in his September missive wrote (from memory): “I wouldn’t be surprised to see a
terrorist act on American soil {emphasis added} sometime during September.” CP had no mention of where, only dates.

Mars opposed the Lunar Eclipse of July 5, 2001 on October 2nd. Note (below) that the middle date between the CIA
insertion (September 26) and the beginning of the air campaign (October 7) was our October 2 date!
“The campaign in Afghanistan started covertly on September 26, with a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) team known
as Jawbreaker arriving in the country and, working with anti-Taliban allies, initiating a strategy for overthrowing the
regime. … The CIA team was soon joined by U.S. and British special forces contingents, and together they provided arms,
equipment, and advice to the Afghans. They also helped coordinate targeting for the air campaign, which began on Oct.
7, 2001, with U.S. and British war planes pounding Taliban targets, thus marking the public start of Operation Enduring
Freedom.” From www.Britannica.com
Earlier, from our July 2, 2001 CP letter: “Mercury will conjoin the expansive Jupiter on the point of the recent Solar
Eclipse very close to zero Cancer on July 12… When Mars opposes that location on September 9, watch for increased
violence in the world.”
And from page 3: “The Lunar Eclipse on July 5 is opposite the United States birth SUN (July 4th) and also George W.
Bush’s natal Sun as well (July 6). We are already getting a foretaste of poor image problems. They will get Worse! For
him and for the country. Perhaps the US$ will get hit as perceptions shift. On a Solar Eclipse opposite the U.S. Sun, his
father threw up on the Japanese Prime Minister (Jan. 4, 1992). A secondary effect will register when Mars hits that point
on Oct. 2!”

